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A cognitive radio network (CRN) testbed powered by software defined radios (SDRs) provides a
complete tool to implement and evaluate algorithms and protocols designed for configurable
wireless networks. There are a number of challenges to develop a CRN testbed, including
emulating random spectrum availability (unreliable wireless media and prevailing interferences)
and random radio availability (dynamic traffic load, and factors such as radio transmission
failures), creating dynamic wireless networks without predetermined topology or spectrum
allocation, and establishing reliable communications for applications (such as multimedia) in
large-scale wireless networks. In this tutorial, we will discuss how to design and deploy a CRN
testbed with the consideration of these challenges and special emphasis on the following
properties: scalability, configurability, flexibility, transparency, and high fidelity. The tutorial
will first present an overview the state-of-the art SDR platforms and CRN testbeds. Then, we
will discuss in detail how to implement CRN functionalities with hardware and software
demonstrations by using a CRN emulation testbed with USRP radios forming a multi-hop
network and communicating with each other over multiple frequencies. Different CRN tasks,
including spectrum sensing, dynamic spectrum access, routing adaptation, and traffic control,
will be discussed in GNU Radio implementation environment with USRP radios. We will
discuss the basic implementation blocks in GNU Radio. The tutorial will also show how CRN
SDR testbed emulates physical channel environment under various fading, delay, loss, and
mobility scenarios for cognitive networks using an RF network emulator and simulator tool that
can digitally control RF channel effects and impulse response. This tutorial will provide the
audience with hand-on experience on SDR and CRN testbeds, and demonstrate a comprehensive
approach to design, deploy, test and evaluate CRNs with SDRs.
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